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Is it possible to map the directions to a Void? Is it conceivable that one can point to the abyss?
Just maybe, it can be done, and here is how I propose to do it. It starts with the recounting of my
personal quest for ‘Spiritual Enlightenment,’ which can also serve as a roadmap for any human
being who takes the spiritual journey seriously. This story centers on the peak period of my
spiritual journey just after returning home from a weeklong meditation retreat at the world
renowned ‘Monroe Institute.’ I had been home less than a week after attending one of their
advanced programs when, without warning, I began to have profound Visions while living out my
day-to-day life. I could be taking a walk with my wife and daughter or going about my daily
routine at work when I would find myself spontaneously thrust into a vastly more expansive
perspective that placed my entire world in a wholly new context. These Visions were progressive
in nature as they clearly and pointedly demonstrated to me the Grand Design of Reality. Some of
these Visions were existentially devastating and some were downright terrifying, as they
exposed the true nature of the ‘self’. Others were so blissful that they could only be tolerated for
brief moments. Ultimately, they coalesced to reveal a model of Reality that is as elegant in its
simplicity as it is mind-numbing in its implications. In this book, I outline a play-by-play account of
how four of these Visions shaped a new understanding regarding the true architecture of Reality
and how this understanding resolves some of our greatest philosophical paradoxes, such as the
relationship between mind and matter or God and the world. Given the universal nature of these
experiences, there are opportunities throughout the book for you to verify each truth for yourself.
I wrote this book to demystify the subject of Enlightenment. There are already many excellent
books on the subject of Enlightenment otherwise known as ‘Nondual Wisdom.’ However, what is
missing is a book that chronicles the day-to-day, month-to-month, and year-to-year unfolding of
the Self in detail. This book is a very personal account of an incredibly impersonal process,
broken down step by step and presented almost in slow motion. The reader is invited on a
journey that chronicles each step along the path to Enlightenment. The details of the climactic
experience itself and the final understanding that results from undergoing such a radical and
permanent shift in perspective is where I intend to lead you. It is also my hope that this book will
demonstrate how the experience of Enlightenment is not something mythical — a fable
belonging to some other time or place — but an actual shift in perspective that is available right
here and now to anyone who is curious enough to explore the true nature of ‘being’. I speak to
you from the point of view that we all share the human experience and when we explore the
depths of our minds we find that the same treasure awaits us all. The fact that I am a husband
and father with a full-time career stands as proof that you don’t have to choose between a
worldly life and Enlightenment. Throughout the book, you are offered a number of opportunities
to verify for yourself some of the subject matter as its being discussed. To be true to my story, I
rely mostly on my personal journals, which are individually dated and appear in italics, while my
current narration appear in normal type. And so it begins …
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love, laughter and beauty.INTRODUCTIONIs it possible to map the directions to a Void? Is it
conceivable that one can point to the abyss? Just maybe, it can be done, and here is how I
propose to do it.It starts with the recounting of my personal quest for ‘Spiritual Enlightenment,’
which can also serve as a roadmap for any human being who takes the spiritual journey
seriously.This story centers on the peak period of my spiritual journey just after returning home
from a weeklong meditation retreat at the world renowned ‘Monroe Institute.’ I had been home
less than a week after attending one of their advanced programs when, without warning, I began
to have profound Visions while living out my day-to-day life. I could be taking a walk with my wife
and daughter or going about my daily routine at work when I would find myself spontaneously
thrust into a vastly more expansive perspective that placed my entire world in a wholly new
context. These Visions were progressive in nature as they clearly and pointedly demonstrated to
me the Grand Design of Reality.Some of these Visions were existentially devastating and some
were downright terrifying, as they exposed the true nature of the ‘self’. Others were so blissful
that they could only be tolerated for brief moments. Ultimately, they coalesced to reveal a model



of Reality that is as elegant in its simplicity as it is mind-numbing in its implications. In this book, I
outline a play-by-play account of how four of these Visions shaped a new understanding
regarding the true architecture of Reality and how this understanding resolves some of our
greatest philosophical paradoxes, such as the relationship between mind and matter or God and
the world. Given the universal nature of these experiences, there are opportunities throughout
the book for you to verify each truth for yourself.I wrote this book to demystify the subject of
Enlightenment. There are already many excellent books on the subject of Enlightenment
otherwise known as ‘Nondual Wisdom.’ However, what is missing is a book that chronicles the
day-to-day, month-to-month, and year-to-year unfolding of the Self in detail. This book is a very
personal account of an incredibly impersonal process, broken down step by step and presented
almost in slow motion. The reader is invited on a journey that chronicles each step along the
path to Enlightenment. The details of the climactic experience itself and the final understanding
that results from undergoing such a radical and permanent shift in perspective is where I intend
to lead you.It is also my hope that this book will demonstrate how the experience of
Enlightenment is not something mythical — a fable belonging to some other time or place — but
an actual shift in perspective that is available right here and now to anyone who is curious
enough to explore the true nature of ‘being’. I speak to you from the point of view that we all
share the human experience and when we explore the depths of our minds we find that the
same treasure awaits us all. The fact that I am a husband and father with a full-time career
stands as proof that you don’t have to choose between a worldly life and
Enlightenment.Throughout the book, you are offered a number of opportunities to verify for
yourself some of the subject matter as its being discussed. To be true to my story, I rely mostly
on my personal journals, which are individually dated and appear in italics, while my current
narration appear in normal type. And so it begins …Chapter OneThe Last DesireI could have
begun this story at several different times of my life but it makes most sense to begin with the
day that I finally gave up …Journal Entry: May 31, 2001Wherever I was at that moment, it was
the end of the road for me. No more aspirations. No more plans. No more security. Not looking
for any changes or modifications to my life, I just came to rest in what I already was. It was the
single most satisfying and natural feeling I have ever experienced. It was like a complete
retirement from the game of life. I had been a spiritual seeker for over ten years and the seeking
ended at that moment.I discovered in myself something that I call the ‘last desire.’ The last desire
is to desire nothing. I had spent my whole life waiting for something ‘else’ and now I was done
waiting. Now I am 31 years old and have pretty much retired. I still go to the hospital and run
sleep studies but I am doing so in my retirement. We have a wonderful arrangement. I share my
time at the sleep lab and they share money for food and whatnot. I am not working to attain
anything anymore.Since this discovery of my last desire, I have noticed that I seem to be dying in
some quiet way. A big piece of me has already died. It is quite apparent and I can tell that as long
as I continue in my practice, I will continue to die. And now that this is becoming clear, I realize
that this is all I ever wanted. I would go so far as to say it is the only thing anyone has ever



wanted.Looking back on those words now, a full decade after that particular moment of
surrender, I find myself thinking; “anyone who reads this is gonna think I’m suicidal or depressed
at the very best.” But the truth is that this was probably the best time of my life, perhaps the very
peak. I was happily married, with a daughter that my wife and I both enjoyed spoiling with our
time and hearts. I had a great job working at the sleep lab which suited me in just about every
way. We had just fulfilled our fantasy by moving out of the city into the beautiful Blue Ridge
Mountains just outside of Charlottesville, Virginia. Most important, this was also the period when
my wife and I were at our peak in terms of our mutual spiritual ‘seeking.’So, if things were so
great. Then why, you must be wondering, would the prospect of death be described in such
glowing terms? Well, in order to answer that question, I’ll have to go back to 1990 when all this
spiritual stuff first began. I was in my second year of college and I still had no clue as to who I
was, what I wanted to do, or what the hell I was even doing in college. I was basically just hiding
out and putting off the real world as long as I could. Perhaps this sounds familiar.One day while
waiting in line at a convenience store, my eyes were drawn to the cover of the latest issue of Life
magazine. On its cover was a photograph of deep space overlaid with the simple question,
“What is God?” I stared at this magazine simply dumbstruck. “What IS God?” Why had I never
thought about this before? It’s a word we throw around so casually but now suddenly I was faced
with the questions, “What do we mean by the word ‘God,’ and does that word mean the same
thing to everybody?”I was brought up in a non-practicing Jewish family so I had zero theological
indoctrination up to this point. My only knowledge of religion was what I happened to see on TV,
which wasn’t much.Well, for some strange reason unbeknownst to me, I was compelled to buy
this magazine. It was the first time I had ever read a news magazine, let alone plunk down my
hard-earned money, which could have gone towards more fun things like pizza and beer. It’s
been over twenty years since then, so I can’t recall what I actually got from reading the article,
but what I do remember very clearly is being struck by a photograph of some Buddhist monks in
orange robes atop a mountain with a look on their faces that seemed perfectly blissful and
content.It was the first time I had ever seen such perfect contentment reflected in another human
being and I was moved to question, “Is this what it’s like to know God?” It was the first time I had
ever considered the idea that it was actually possible to experience God. And, if God could
actually be experienced, then I wanted in. I mean, what else in life could be more worthwhile
than actually experiencing God?But, what DO we mean when we use the word, ‘God?’ Clearly,
everybody has different ideas as to what God is, but one thing that everyone seems to agree on
is that God is the Supreme Source of everything. Whatever it is that gives rise to the existence of
our Universe earns the title of being ‘God’ by definition. But more importantly, I think God, as the
Supreme Source represents Eternal Truth. The very truth of our existence. Such truths as: Who
are we? Where are we? Then there is the biggie: What happens to us after our bodies die?So
now, for the first time in my life, questions were stirring and suddenly a need to understand
Reality became the most important thing in my life. I found myself staring into space and
wondering, “What is this place and what are we supposed to be doing here?” I see people



running around going to work and raising families, but it suddenly dawned on me that no one
had ever told me what we are actually doing here or what we are supposed to be doing with our
lives. We all just seem to be blindly following the generation that came before us with no real
sense of purpose or meaning.I became obsessed with the Ultimate Truth. I had to know exactly
what, where and why we are, and I was naÏve enough to think that the answers were already
there if I just studied the right material. Since I had been drawn to staring out at the stars at night
wondering, “What the hell is this place?” I figured the best place to start would be an astronomy
class. I didn’t know exactly what to expect. But what I got was a whirl of mathematical formulas
and scientific diagrams that got me no closer to figuring out where the hell I actually was, other
than on the third planet from the Sun.My astronomy professor must have thought that I was nuts.
But is it that crazy to wonder WHERE the Universe is in relation to God? I mean, we always hear
people saying that our loved ones are in a better place after they die. So, is it that crazy to
wonder where that place is in relation to the world that we find ourselves in right now?I don’t
think that anybody still believes that Heaven is up there in the clouds. Or, if you fly out in space
far enough, you’ll run into Heaven just past the Milky Way Galaxy. So, what exactly is this place
that we call our ‘Universe’ and where are its borders that separate us from this mysterious
Heaven that we all have been promised… if we do the right things? My astronomy professor
offered no answers.So, since my search for the Ultimate Truth via the sciences was not bearing
any fruit, I took matters into my own hands. It seemed reasonable to start looking at my own
mind, and my own experience of what it was like to be me. It was a shocking and unnerving
experience to take a good hard look at my mind for the first time. Initially, what became
abundantly clear was that I literally had no control over my thoughts. They were coming on like
an avalanche, but from where? I tried to slow the flow of my thoughts so I could see what was
sparking this internal dialogue but it seemed to have a life of its own.This was a disturbing
discovery but it hooked my curiosity for good. Does everyone talk to themselves like this? Does
anyone else realize that they can’t stop talking to themselves even if they try? Has anyone ever
bothered to figure out why we must talk to ourselves continually? We appear to have perfect
control over our bodies and we all assume that we have similar control over our thoughts. But
one single minute of meditation would prove to anyone that they have anything but perfect
control over their thoughts.Right now, try an experiment for yourself. The experiment is intended
to stop the flow of your internal dialogue; however, what you observe is what you observe, so
let’s see.Verify For Yourself...Take a moment and watch your mind with the intention to abide in
silence. See how long it takes for you to fail in your goal to impede the flow of your internal
dialogue… so, how many seconds did you last until you noticed the internal dialogue rearing its
head despite your best effort to remain silent even for a few seconds? In fact, did it not seem that
the harder you tried, the noisier your mind got?Well I tried it, and it was this realization that
officially marked the beginning of my spiritual practice. I looked forward to meditating every day
and soon after, my practice began to bear fruit. After the initial shock at the lack of control and
the bewilderment as to where my internal dialogue was coming from, I began to notice that with



practice, I actually could control the flow of my internal dialogue in a strange way, an indirect and
somewhat sneaky way.I discovered the method while attempting to trace back thoughts so I
might find where they were coming from and what was sparking them in the first place. What I
found was that by trying to anticipate my next thought so I could examine it, I was actually
impeding the flow of the thoughts themselves. It seemed that the more I looked forward to my
next thought, the longer it would take for the next thought to manifest.As my meditation practice
progressed, and the gap widened between thoughts, it soon became apparent that the more I
was able to create this gap in my thought stream, the more I would actually start to experience a
powerful peace and contentment, something I never knew existed. I found an authenticity in the
Stillness of my mind that I had never known in my normal everyday thinking mind. This Stillness,
however fleeting, revealed a feeling that seemed ancient or timeless.It was as if I had discovered
an Eternal Reality, a reality that was always there and available to all, but obscured by this
constant internal dialogue. For the very first time in my life, I had seen the contrast between the
still mind and the moving mind. I felt like I had just discovered a secret about who I really was.Up
to this time I had never even considered the prospect of being able to know myself on a deeper
level. Until then, I had felt like there was no depth to being. As a matter of fact, I had no
recognition of ‘being’ at all. I had never actually considered what it was like to ‘be.’ Instead, I just
identified with all of the thoughts, feelings and emotions that obscured this sense of simply
being.I knew that I was finally onto something because for the first time in my life I was actually
experiencing my mind. I had been living with my mind for twenty years but it was only through
meditation that I became self-aware. I knew that the more I practiced, the more these glimpses
of truth would reveal themselves. Suddenly my quest to discover what, where and why I am
didn’t seem so farfetched.I added philosophy to my concentration in psychology, thinking that
this would help in my quest for Truth. However, my academic studies impeded my pursuit of
understanding rather than helped it. In fact, it wasn’t until after I graduated from college that I felt
able to begin my path of self-discovery in earnest. What I found lacking in the science of
psychology or the reasoning of philosophy was direct experience. I didn’t want to just read about
Truth or discuss it; I wanted to experience it firsthand. This is why I was drawn to the practice of
meditation. I was able to meditate on and off throughout school as the demands of life allowed,
but it was only after school that I was able to totally immerse myself in practice and begin my
‘true’ education, the one that actually meant something.One year after graduating, my wife and I
got married. On our honeymoon, I brought a book along that would change my life in a more
dramatic fashion than any book that I have read since. I often think back at how my wife married
one guy but ended up with someone else entirely different after that honeymoon. She knew that I
was into meditation and that I was in pursuit of Spiritual Truth and she could appreciate this as
she was a spiritual person even before we met. But what neither of us could have ever predicted
was how radically transformed I would become after reading this particular book.The book that I
read was the spiritual classic, “Autobiography of a Yogi.” This was the autobiography of the
Indian Yogi, Paramahansa Yogananda, who is credited with bringing Yoga to the West. It was the



first time that I was moved this profoundly by anything. His love and dedication to his pursuit of
God was like nothing I had ever heard described. Each page just oozed with a deep love and a
genuine yearning for Truth that made me realize just how serious I was about my own journey of
self-realization.For the first time in my life, I was reading descriptions of the very same glimpses
of Truth that I would get from my meditation practice, and they were coming from somebody
else’s mouth. It was beginning to dawn on me that all this spiritual business was for real. I don’t
know why, but there seems to be a common and profound experience awaiting any human that
practices silencing the mind and abiding in that Stillness on a regular basis. Suddenly it felt as if I
had wanted this path all of my life and I had just forgotten until this strange foreigner reminded
me through his autobiography. I had never felt there was any purpose in life. Now I was suddenly
a man on a mission.I felt that I had all the momentum in the world in my quest for Truth. I looked
forward to committing every fiber of my being to my spiritual pursuit. This is who I was, and I
would never be satisfied until I experienced God or the Ultimate Truth for myself. I would not be
distracted by the trappings of life in a modern society. I knew what I wanted and nothing else
would take priority over my newfound spiritual path. From the day I read that book on the beach
in Aruba, I set my compass to God and I never looked back.
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Gary Falk, “A Real Knock Out Punch!. I've read too many books on Enlightenment to even
remember half of them,but this one will always stick out in my mind for being clear, concise and
to the point.No big long build ups of conceptual frameworks and philosophical arguments,
insteadthe author simply tells his story in a completely compelling and inspiring way.In the end,
not only do you have a real understanding of what enlightenment actually is,but how "you" can
become "enlightened" too.Well worth adding to your collection of books than can change lives
and transform consciousness.Gary Falk”

PW108, “A Clear and Beautiful Look Into An Awakening in/of Consciousness. If one is sincerely
looking for an honest, lucid, and authentic glimpse into the non-dual Awakening of an
“individuated modulation of consciousness” — in this case, one that goes by the name of Marc
— then this book is a wonderful place to start. As much of this was being documented as the
Awakening was actually Unfolding (not at all an easy thing to do) it provides a rare perspective
into what eventually, and inevitably, awaits all of us. Awakened Being-ness IS our Natural State. I
am incredibly blessed to be able to affirm this from my own, abiding awareness-experience of
our inherent, Absolute Oneness with All That Is.It takes a certain amount of courage to
document and share these types of experiences and the transformations they foment, as they
are, well, intimate in the extreme. If one is inspired to do so and, if one heeds the call, the result
is often a valuable pointer to those who have a transcendental Shift in their own future.
Alternatively (and as was the case with me) it provides further context into the Awakening
process and allows one to “compare notes” as it were. In either scenario, leaving behind a record
of one’s Awakening (as the late Bernadette Roberts did in her amazing books “What Is Self?”
and, “The Experience Of No-Self”) is a true benefit to those who are open enough to hear the
account. Resultantly, the original Blessing of the Awakening increases exponentially. Thank you
for your courage and service to What Is Marc -- nicely written!”

birdleigh, “Fascinating and insightful. A compelling look into the dedication, mindset, and
practices of someone achieving his goal of complete nondual awakening/liberation. Given that it
was generally written as the author's insights were occurring, we get a look at how he structured
and restructured his path at the time, never giving up. It rings true. He does a great job of
explaining nonduality in terms that most folks will understand. The book is not overly long and
ponderous, and the writing reflects clarity. It is an encouraging book with tips for anyone to follow
to construct their own path to deconstruction of self. Wise words here, and a fascinating read
that will keep the pages turning.”

Kian, “Authentic householder's perspective on awakening. I'm one sentence in and already feel
the authenticity of this particular author's experiences. Curiously, it's the reference to having
mystical experiences while walking with his wife and daughter that got my attention.The man is a



householder. Rooted, oriented, grounded. There are so many teachers and gurus who live so
high fallutin up in the clouds that they reek of arrogance, pretentiousness, and frankly - a form of
ignorance that is particularly unflattering.I'm thinking the likes of Rupert Spira and others who
seem to think about and speak about nothing but enlightenment. Like they've never paid a bill,
mowed the grass, had a stomach ache, or gotten turned on.A fellow who lives life with a wife, a
child, and responsibility, holds a sort of power that these bozos who never set foot on earth do
not, and for that, I give this 5 stars before flipping to the second page. The energy is that
palpable.”

J., “Great existential enlightenment masturbation. Gosh dang it i thought I was the only 50 year
old, awakened nondual irreverent enlightenment author from Charlottesville , VA who went to the
Monroe institute, plays guitar, has a self-published book on Amazon and is married with one
child. Damn man everybody is enlightened these days. Marc - if you're reading this , give me a
shout. I don't teach or write much anymore but my book 21 days a guide for spiritual beginners
is still on amazon. And you can contact me through my work website cvilleav dotcom . And to
anyone reading this review- buy marcs book. It's as good as it gets.  - j Stewart dixon”

M. Vaughn, “It happens. An interesting look at the symbols, visions and process of one's
awakening to reality. Flows well. Unpretentious. Concise. Might have been more well rounded
with a little more of the personal story, but really a perfectly condensed account of the mystic
type experiences so many have witnessed pointing to the same difficult to comprehend truth.
Recommended for those who've studied or have had awakening/enlightenment experiences
directly.  Looking forward to reading the next book in Marc's trilogy.”

PDS, “Outstanding. I heard of this book quite by accident. I am glad this happened. The
author's honesty in describing his experiences is heartening, and has the 100% ring of truth, and
Truth too. Marc's description of the 360-degree view encompassing the Void and the world was
worth the price of admission itself. His imagery of the "bending of awareness" as the basis for
duality is one of the best I've seen in the hundreds of books I have read on this subject. Thank
you, Marc.”

Ebook Library Reader, “EXCELLENT!. If you liked Jed Makenna, you'll appreciate this book all
the more. It also helped me to see the thought process of "further" as Jed Mckenna says, while
trying to find what alone is real. It also emphasizes how single mindedness and knowing what
you want is required. Marc was so honest and open about the fears that arise, which have
stopped me in the past, I just didn't realize that's what it was. It wasn't a fear like I am used to and
couldn't identify what the feeling was. I've read so many books, but none have ever taken me
through the process like this mans journey. Everything really IS alright! Thank you Marc! I can't
wait for your next book”



buddha29, “I am that. To truly understand what Marc is writing about , you have to have
experienced the void.I have experienced the void and Marc is being , open , honest , brave and
truly loving in revealing the game of life!I haven't been interested in reading books for some two
years ( although an avid reader I was) but a Facebook friend recommended itAnd "something"
told me to read it .What's the saying ? When the student is ready the teacher manifests!Namaste
Marc (I loved the "cosmic masturbation" revelation sooooo funny!Awesome wish I'd have said
that.....hold one minute .....I did ! well done me!Namaste (bows in deep respect)”

Truth Seeker, “Very highly recommended!!!!!. One of the best books I have ever read about
enlightenment! The author wrote this book out of his owm experiences and is obviously not like
most the authors which write about their dream pipes which exist in their brain only and was
never tested in real life.Of course you will not get closer to enlightenment with this book, but for
sure you will understand the basics of enlightenment much better which brings you closer to
understand the phenomenon of enlightenment. A highly recommended book for a more than a
fair price!!”

Björn Ihler, “Very interesting and easy to read (for non-english people). Bought this a couple of
years ago.Gave me many moments of clarification and contemplation .Im from germany, but its
easy to read and understand most of the time.”

Harald Nyssen, “Wunderbar!. A great work on what is meant by enlightenment.With good
practical help.It answers very convincingly the eternal question of why there is something and
not just nothing.”

goldmann, “hervorragend. er bringt es super rüber, die ganze reise. eine unprätentiöse
darstellung von jemandem, der keine kohle in dem ganzen enlightenment business machen will.”

The book by Marc Leavitt has a rating of  5 out of 4.7. 70 people have provided feedback.
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